High-end email management for multiple users

Industry Use Cases

OneMail Pro is an email management application intended for corporate
network with multiple users. Specifically designed for the maritime sector,
OneMail Pro is delivered as a secure, stable, cloud-based service for
essential business communications.

Shipping

OneMail Pro is part of the OptiSoft application suite by IEC Telecom.
OptiSoft offers a wide range of communication services optimised for the
maritime sector, including email management, antivirus, data transfer,
remote configuration and administration of vessels.

FEATURES
Airtime independent: available to work with any airtime supplier
Commercial Fishing

Restarts from point-of-interruption: resumes data transfer from
point-of-interruption, if there is any break in communications
Flexible and agile: tailored to fulfil business specific needs and works
with any front-end client such as Outlook. Also includes built-in webmail
Web dashboard: fleetwide remote management and configuration from
a single dashboard. Includes pro-active alerts and automated reports
One-click pre-configured install: allows for simple, fast, and remote
setup; no need to send an engineer

Offshore Sector

Vessel tracking: allows to track the location of your
vessels
Financial control: per vessel pricing with unlimited
mailboxes to provide financial predictability
No additional hardware: software-only solution,
engineered to work across current hardware

Solution Architecture

Selectable mail flow option: includes mailbox
preview to allow important messages to be
prioritised
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SERVICES

ATP (Advanced Threat Protection)
Deep content inspection
Zero download or administration
Global Threat Intelligence Network
Unmatched accuracy

OptiSoft

Email In/Out

ANTIVIRUS
Multiple layers of protection
Ship-to-ship scanning
SPAM MANAGEMENT
Multiple layers of protection
Ship-to-ship scanning

Behaviour based
Detects zero-day exploits
ANTI-PHISHING
End-user protection
Complete control
Keyword analysis
Observes newly created domains
Spoofing protection

iec-telecom.com

CONTINUITY
Cost effective
Automatic back-up
Accessible from anywhere by authorised users
Simple to manage
Disaster recovery and continuous business
operability
Automatic mailbox synchronisation
Easy access

